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differential factorization method systems of integral equations concerning the stresses between the 

coating and the foundation are constructed. Solutions of received integral equation’s systems are 

obtained with integral factorization method of Wiener–Hopf. Difficulties caused by the polynomial 

growth of the elements of kernel’s symbols are overcome by moving a differential operator outside. 

The unknown functions included in the solutions are determined from the given boundary conditions 

for the plates. 
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Analysis of motion of a pendulum with vibrating suspension axis at unconventional values of 

parameters 

The present paper is concerned with the analysis of motion of a pendulum with vibrating suspension 

axis at unconventional values of parameters. Case, when frequency of external loading and the natural 

frequency of the pendulum in the absence of this loading are of the same order, is studied. Vibration 

intensity is assumed to be relatively low. A new modification of the method of direct separation of 

motions (MDSM) is proposed to study corresponding equation, which in the considered case doesn’t 

contain a small parameter explicitly. The aim is to obtain solutions of this equation in the stability 

domain. It is revealed that in the considered range of parameters not only the effective stiffness of the 

system changes due to the external loading, but also its effective mass. It is noted that application of 

the classical asymptotic methods in the case under study leads to erroneous results. So, the 

applicability range of the MDSM turns out to be broader than the one of these methods. 

 

 


